
G-9 COLONIZERS

Abstract

This case is about the success story of G-9 colonizers &
Developers Pvt. Ltd. It focuses on the challenges, hard work,
unity and devotion of the nine individuals involved in this
business. The study highlights the importance of ethical
values and mutual respect among the members in spite of
belonging to different socio-economic& professional
background consequently while many players in the market
have vanished G-9 group has survived and sustained. The
case demonstrates the process intervention strategies and
group cohesiveness amongst business partners to survive
during crisis and it is a good learning point for management
students.

Intoduction

India is the ninth largest construction market in the world
and the value of investment in real estate was estimated

$100 billion with an annual growth rate of 30 percent.
Records show that around 80 percent of the real estate
development had been in the field of residential housing
and remaining 20 percent included office, shopping malls,
entertainment centers, hotels,multiplexes and hospitals. It
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was estimated that in 2009 the demand for office space was
20 million square feet which was to be doubled in 2011.

Further it was predicted that by 2012 India's cities would
be short of 26 million dwelling units (Puri, 2011). Like any
other sector, the real estate sector also had numerous

challenges in a complex competitive world. The intensity of
such challenges are same for big and small players. The
present case highlights the survival story of a small private
real estate firm named G-9 in Jaipur, India.

G-9 colonizers was an upcoming real estate company, which
was started in 1999 and today the group was an emerging
player in residential and commercial real estate business in

Rajasthan. Initially, it had started its first project in Jaipur
and now had made a mark in Udaipur &
Bhilwara (Rajasthan) and beyond (Nanital, Utrakhand). The
company was registered as G-9 Colonizers and Developers
Pvt. Ltd. The selection of name G-9 represents nine
individuals who informally met together on an occasion to
start a business in real estate sector. Number nine also

signified to the Perfection in Hindu belief system. Number
nine also had significant sacred representation in Hindu
mythology as PurnaankNav, Navgriha, Navratra,NavDurga,

NavRas, Nav Rang which meant complete number nine, nine
planets, nine divine days, Nine Hindu Goddesses, Nine

Flavou rs; Nine Colou rs respectively.

The group had members from diverse backgrounds. Few of
them came from the farming family, and some had real estate
background.

Before registering the company formally they had mutual
understanding to share the profit equally irrespective of~ '"

contribution made by individual partners. In this process
they had also agreed that four people would be financing
and remaining five people would be involved in functional
activities of the project. Their informal association was
formalized in the form of registering as Private limited
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company. The present status was thatG-9 colonizers was
now slowly establishing itself into diversified projects across
India and planned to become public company and was

thinking of floatin$ shares to the publ~c.They also hada plan
to venture into educational sector. However, the company's
long term philosophy wasto deliver a product that stoo,d
the test of time and develop relationship that endured. The
informal meeting of these nine people during 1999continued
intact as a team, without any financial and legal disputes
in spite of ups and downs over the years. The organization
structure was broadly flat in nature and anyone from top
to bottom in the hierarchy could access anybody. (Figure 1)
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Figure 1. Organization Structure of 9*

The project involved five core functions and each function
was headed by five different functional heads in the area of
Marketing, Developing, Liasoning, Projects and Finance
which were rotational in nature depending upon
requirements. The company Head quarter was in Jaipur and
branch offices were in Udaipur and Delhi. Each branch
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office had more than one site. The site members were

expected to report to the branch Office only, however they
were authorized to have direct access to the functional Unit

Head, if required. As on today therewere 80 employees on roll.

The projects in progress as on 2011 were Purnakamna,
Jaipur, Purnakamna Lake city, Purnakamna South city,
Jaipur. All these projects included residential plots of varied
sizes along with Commercial, Amenities and Recreation
areas.All the project of G-9 colonizerswere Government
approved projects and complied with the norms prescribed
by the Government.

Business Process

The company was developing large-scale integrated
townships, city centres, commercial and residential projects.
Ongoing Projects encompassed an area of more than 1000
acres in an around Rajasthan. As per usual practice facility
management services were provided for one year after
handing over the property to the society. The group had
developed several prominent commercial and residential
properties that were widely acknowledged in the industry.

For each project they followed the process systematically.
(Figure 2)
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For every project first a business concept and layout was
prepared. A project report was created for a time period of
seven to ten years. The project size varied from 300 acres to
700 acres. The development of each project was planned in
a phased manner. Location of project was finalized
depending on retuins and viability of land. The company
targetedDelhi based clienteles because Jaipur wasthe most
affordable housing facility which wasnearthem. Besides
Jaipur was coming up as a big industrial hub.

The major challenge for the company wasto arrange huge
amount of finance and acquiring land. All financial support
was not available from the banksdue to collateral security
issues. They had to take unsecured loan and employ their
own funds. They took care to limit the time period of the
unsecured loan so that interest cost were not too high.

The company had to go for 40 clearances from different
Government departments and to follow certain
governmentrules and regulations. Government had
stipulation to leave 40percent of the total land for utilities
like education, and health.To facilitate timely completion
of project the company kept on developing and
strengthening good relationship with Government and
political leaders.There was a big challenge of getting a
continous stretch of land at one place. Some farmers were
unwilling to sell their land. There were legal disputes in
certain places. Sometimes the land owner expected much
more than the market price. Such problems made the process
most daunting. The company faced a lot of obstacles due to
objections by natives, due to which they could not acquire
the whole land and had to compromise. The acquisition
process was time consuming and would take two to three
years or more.In the second phase of the project the company
emphasisedon advertisement through print media, outdoor
hoardings, FM radio channels, e-advertisements, door to
door marketing and through sales promotion. The dynamics
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of advertisement was in no way less than the big players in
the industry.

Sales representatives were appointed to do door to door
marketing. Telemarketing was also used to attract the

, customers. Directors took personal interest in meeting the
customers on regular basis. The marketing system was
reinforced by taking regular feedback from the clients
followed by immediate corrective actions.For the
development of project the company outsourced the
construction and closely monitored the progress. The
company consistently tried to maintain relationship for
building the reputations and add to the client base.
Customers who were faced by financial crunch were helped
out by offer of buy back facility. Rearrangement of land
allocation, arbitrage amongst customers were regularly done
to sort out the differences amongst the customers and
dissatisfaction against the company. The company
maintained its relationships with the clients by buy back
offers and by providing maintenanace facility. Hence the
relationship of the company with the clients did not end
with the sale of land.

Business Strategy

Building trust amongst a diversified grou p of
stakeholderswas the core strategy of the company. Directors
met regularly on weekly basis to sort out the problems of
the business. Collective thinking process and assignment of
responsibilitieson rational basis was the basic focus of their
business strategy.

The company st-rategi<;allyas per practice did not disclose; ,
the project in the market till major part of the land was
acquired. The company's rationale behind this policy was
to dissuade competitors and keep the price of the land under
control.One such company which could not keep the land
acquisition plan secret suffered due to sky rocketed
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pricesmaking the project unvia ble. Some portion of land
which company wanted to acquire and could not succeed,
was marked as Juture extension in ~helayout. G-9 colonizers
projects made innovative efforts to attract the customers by
providing golf course area, more commercial space and
integrated educational hub in their townships. The key
strategy of the company was to offer best prices to the
customers for their long term satisfaction. Time was the most
important criteria for such projects due to its heavy relations
with the cost. Hence the company tried to deliver its product
on time. In this regard liasoning and outsourcing was
managed in effective and efficient way .All the directors
ensured that relationship with the customers to be given
prime importance as the business followed automatically
through client relationship endurance. Hence investment
on relationship was the key element of success of the
company.

Company prefered marketing of the businessthrough door
to door marketing by their sales executives.G-9 colonizers
had a unique strategy of giving the opportunity to the
customers that they could meet directors on regular basis.
To further enforce the personal relationship with the
customers G-9 colonizers conductedregular get together with
the customers.

Cost savings and outsourcing being a crucial parameter for
success in construction business, there was always
allurement to compromise in quality. But the company
always tried to keep balance between quality and cost. Th~
company did not want to compromise in quality as they
believed that strong word of mouth through their customers
could only be generated if quality was maintained.

Future Ahead

The informal association of nine diversified individualscould

do big miracles because they were compatible and
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complementary to each other. G-9 colonizers was a unique
exampIe of successful blend of enthusiasm and experience
between youth member and elderly members in the best
proportion wherein individual differences were respected

,and used in the best interest of the business.

Questions

1. What contributed in keeping G-9 colonizerscohesive?

2. Why recession did not play its impact so severely on
G-9 colonizers.

3. Did recession benefited G-9colonizers.

4. Do you think core values (culture) of the company
had an impact on the business?

Teaching Notes
1. Purpose of the Case

To make participants understand human strategy,
CRM practices and team cohesiveness

2. Key Issues

Sustainability in the near future when next generation
of promoters will take over the business.

3. Teaching Approach and Strategy
Each issue can be discussed for 30 minutes. Case can

be discussed at group level and then at individual
level. Assignments can be given for their viewpoints
and insights on the case.
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